Any dishonesty in the completion of this form will be considered a serious offence.

REPORT ON EXAMINATIONS  BVSc (Pret)

MONITOR'S NAME:
MONITOR'S TELEPHONE/FAX NUMBER:
UNIVERSITY:
DATE (S) OF EXAMINATION:
SUBJECT, NUMBER AND YEAR:
FORMAT OF EXAMINATION: Specify - Oral, Written, Practical, Combinations:

PREAMBLE
1. Have you received and been through the syllabus provided?
   Yes/No
2. Are course objectives adequate for registration requirements?
   Yes/No
3. Were you exposed to enough of each component of the examination to make a fair assessment?
   Yes/No
4. Was the Department co-operative with you as a monitor?
   Yes/No
5. Did an external examiner attend the examination?
   Yes/No
6. In your opinion have students been passed that should have failed or vice-versa
   Yes/No
7. Judging from the examinations and your knowledge of the course, are syllabus and course objectives sufficiently broad based and suitable for students wishing to pursue a career as a veterinarian?

Yes/No

METHODS OF EXAMINATION (Circle chosen mark out of 10)

1. Are the methods of examination appropriate to the syllabus?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

2. Is the emphasis on oral, written and/or practical methods of examination suitable for the syllabus?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

3. Does the method (s) of examination test the student sufficiently broadly in the course content?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

RELEVANCE OF QUESTIONS

1. Are the questions relevant to the curriculum/study guide (s) and fair to the students?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

2. Is there a good balance between questions testing factual knowledge and practical or problem solving questions?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

3. Are the questions clear and concise?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

4. Is the degree of difficulty of questions appropriate?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

5. Do the students communicate their knowledge adequately in written form?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

6. Do the students communicate their knowledge adequately in oral form?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

GENERAL ASSESSMENT

1. Do the marks awarded correspond closely to the monitor’s assessment for each student or sample of students?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
2. Do the examination marks correspond closely to marks awarded during the course of the year?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

3. Does the final mark reflect a fair proportioning of examination and year marks?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

4. Overall is the course content and standard of training and evaluation adequate for the purpose of entitling the holder of the degree to register as a veterinarian?

Yes / No

MONITOR'S REPORT

If you have awarded points of 5 or less for any question, state briefly your reasons and any immediate steps that should be taken to remedy the inadequacies in a typed report not exceeding one A4 sheet annexed to this form. You may also elaborate on positive impressions for any high marks awarded.

Date: _______________________ Signature: ________________________